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*** 

On April 6th and 7th, The New York Times published articles addressing back-to-back leaks of
more than 100 top secret Pentagon intelligence documents and photos suddenly appearing
on Twitter,  Telegram and other social  media sites,  including Russian. Right away I  am
suspicious of anything coming out of The New York Times, along with the Washington Post
the biggest, overrated CIA-controlled propaganda newspaper that hires and pays money to
robotic non-journalists to lie for the evil Deep State cabal. So, with The Times the source
revealing this alleged plot breaching US national security, it’s already suspect.

These supposed highly sensitive classified documents revealed current alleged US plans and
strategies to bolster Ukraine’s war effort against Russia as well as US interests in the Middle
East,  Africa  and  growing  conflict  in  Pacific  Asia  with  China.  US  intelligence  officials  admit
that the leaked information is damaging to the five I-nations – US, UK, Canada, Australia and
New Zealand. The report maintains that some of the disclosed material is so sensitive that it
cannot be shared with foreign allies. One analyst expressed concern that this back-to-back
major breach is “the tip of the iceberg,” with more to come.

According  to  The Times,  one  of  the  intel  slides  revealed  “an  alarming assessment  of
Ukraine’s  faltering  air  defense capabilities.”  The reveal  could  even alter  current  plans
regarding Kiev’s long-hyped plan of a spring counteroffensive, or whether there will even be
one.

On Monday April 10th, The Washington Post, the NYT’s sister propaganda whore, chimed in
to cast serious doubt that the US even believes Ukraine has enough army and ammo
capable  of  pulling  off  a  spring  counteroffensive.  In  addition  to  troop  sizes,  the  classified
materials also disclose arms-delivery schedules, logistical war data and each side’s death
tolls with supposedly inflated Ukraine fatality totals and deflated numbers regarding Russian
losses.  Essentially,  it  shows that  the  US/NATO has  been running Kiev’s  entire  military
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operation in its proxy war against Putin way before his Special Military Operation in February
2022 right up to this moment. 

Though documents showed up on Russian social media, the leaker(s) behind the alleged
security breach are speculated to be potential allied saboteurs coming from within the Kiev
military. It’s only a matter of time before UFA insiders turn against the Zelensky regime
that’s simply following orders to use them as West’s cannon fodder, providing more than
enough motivation to expedite the inevitable Russian victory that would humanely spare
further carnage reaching the last Ukrainian soldier still standing.

As a relevant, related aside, according to Seymour Hersh, America’s foremost investigative
journalist who recently exposed the US terrorist act of war blowing up the Nord Stream

pipeline recently wrote on Substack on April 12th that

“Zelensky and his entourage embezzled at least $400 million from US funds meant for
diesel procurement last year,” per RT. The over $100 billion US taxpaid dollars committed to
this bottomless pit of Ukraine is being criminally misspent and wasted with full intent on
plunging humanity into a nuclear world war. You can’t get any more diabolical and eviler
than that.

Both  Ukraine  and  Russia  have  accused  one  other  of  releasing  the  documents  as  a
disinformation campaign leading up to their highly anticipated spring offensives. Meanwhile,
the CIA and Pentagon scramble to find out who’s responsible. An emerging consensus in DC
is that it  originated as an American source photographing top secret  material  prior  to
releasing them online. So, in this latest “who done it” melodrama, everybody’s still busily
playing  guessing  games  to  point  the  finger.  The  secret  documents  also  apparently
embarrass the US caught spying on allies like Israel, with claims the Mossad is behind the
unrest against the Netanyahu regime, while South Korea’s reluctant to replenish US artillery
shells’ nearly depleted stockpile because Seoul doesn’t want them ending up in Ukraine.
Another document shows growing collaboration and US concern over United Arab Emirates’
ties with Moscow, including Russia’s intelligence agency FSB. 

The US government is currently “in crisis mode” as allies’ inquiries press the Biden regime
for answers,  while the DC idiots are bumbling trying to figure out how classified Pentagon
documents got leaked over a month ago initially to gaming website chatrooms. Both the
Defense Department and Justice Department are investigating. Meanwhile, a number of
allied nations have since come forth – Israel, UK, South Korea, Bulgaria as well as Ukraine,
are  all  now pushing  back,  claiming  that  the  documents  are  false,  providing  plausible
deniability.

Speaking of denial, Secretary of Defense Lloyd Austin III is on the hotseat attempting to
explain how his leaked top-secret DoD documents as far back as January this year began
appearing on the internet and why it took so long till April to finally realize the leak. Austin

said he never knew they were online until April 6th, which if he’s honest, a rare moment I
might add, means that for at least two months they were afloat without the big boss even
aware.

What kind of national security defense is that? It took this fool over two months before
standing before the media stammering away feebly trying to explain why, what, where,
whom and how to explain to a waiting world. We should all know by now of Lloyd Austin’s
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incompetence, but his long track record shows a pervasive pattern of premeditated acts of
evil with his mandated death jab against his own armed forces that he’s directly in charge
of, and that his job performance thus far in charge of US national defense has also been
atrocious with the still wide open unsecured southern border, and his doubling and tripling
down on defending Ukraine as a lost cause from the get-go never posing any threat to US
national security but only Russia’s because of his actions.

As his assistant squad leader his freshman year at West Point, I can see how the little robot
grew into the big robot rewarded by his boss Obama by allowing ISIS terrorists to spread on
the loose throughout the Middle East and how the four-star general rode the diversity over
meritocracy wave right to the top of the predatory food chain. After all, Lloyd Austin is
willing to say or do whatever his masters order him to do. A month ago I exposed his
treasonous  record  and  shoddy  character  in  a  jameshfetzer.org  article.  Pathetic  Austin
response to the big question:

Well, they were somewhere in the web, and where exactly and who had access at that
point we don’t know. We simply don’t know at this point. I will tell you that we take this
very seriously and we will continue to investigate and turn over every rock until we find
the source of this and the extent of it.

How ‘bout doing us all a big favor Mr. Secretary and crawl under the nearest rock where you
belong. A question he isn’t yet having to answer but will is why Lloyd Austin has been
secretly deploying NATO troops to kill Russian soldiers in Ukraine for over a year.

Evidence of US/UK/Polish/NATO boots on the ground in Ukraine have repeatedly surfaced
over this last year which I covered, so it should not come as such a big surprise to learn that
the  Pentagon  leak  includes  one  classified  document  showing  further  proof  that  near  100

NATO forces were captured in a photograph taken in Ukraine on March 1st, 2022, of which

half were British per multiple media reports out as of Tuesday April 11th. So, this should end
the false notion that all along Ukraine has merely been a US/NATO “proxy” war because it
factually has not. Clearly, it’s always been the West fighting against Russia war.

Why? Because the Deep State’s cabal criminality has been exposed and is going down. The
planetary bloodline controllers know their power and control are shrinking in Ukraine and
they’ve grown mighty desperate as of late. That’s precisely why they’ve gone frantic, crazily
trying to establish their one world enslavement fantasy sooner than later. But with critical
mass being reached worldwide, they will fail but first it appears they’ll put us through hell on
earth.

Yet another bone of contention over the now infamous leaked Pentagon documents resulted

on Wednesday April  12th  after  Rothschild  owned Reuters  posted an article  “exclusive”
insisting that Serbia is committed to sending lethal aid to Ukraine or has already done so. As
the only European nation refusing to apply sanctions against Moscow over Russia’s Special
Military Operation, Serbian Defense Minister Milos Vucevic called it is a lie, adding:

We have already denied these lies more than ten times, and will do it again. Serbia has
not sold, nor will it sell weapons to either the Ukrainian or Russian side, or to countries
surrounding this conflict. 

Apparently, the small European nation of Serbia, determined to retain cordial relations with
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Russia while maintaining a strict policy of neutrality during the Ukraine conflict is not easy
with so much browbeating pressures coming from the West to join the “hate Russia” club.
More words from the defense minister:

It is obvious that someone’s goal is to destabilize our country and drag it into a conflict
we are not participating in. We are consistently following our established policy [of non-
involvement].

This US secret document scandal invites US adversary China to weigh in on the matter
through China’s foreign ministry spokesman Wang Wenbin:

We noted that many media outlets have pointed out that these leaked US military
documents clearly show the deep involvement of the US in the Ukraine crisis. They also
show once again that the US has long used its tech edge to conduct indiscriminate
secret theft, surveillance and eavesdropping on countries in the world, including its
allies.

The US government is reeling from this latest public relations disaster.  This top secret
document trove blatantly exposing the US Deep State’s ultra-reckless strategies is the most
damaging US leak in recent US history, at least since WikiLeaks in 2010 released 400,000
documents and videos exposing America’s Iraq and Afghanistan War crimes, compliments of
then Army Private Bradley Manning, released from detention in March 2020 as trans Chelsea
Manning,  and WikiLeaks  founder  Julian  Assange,  who is  still  languishing  in  the  British
Belmarsh  dungeon.  The  West  always  hypocritically  boasts  its  false  sell  of  so-called
“democratic freedom” while America’s Free Press ain’t so free anymore, because it expired
years ago. Prior to the 2010 leak, the biggest one before that was 1971’s Pentagon Papers
after  military  analyst  Daniel  Ellsberg  released  the  truth  about  the  Vietnam War  lies,
effectively  marking  a  key  turning  point  in  the  mounting  public  opposition  against  that
unjustified  bloody  war.

Just as the Deep State let The New York Times break the embarrassing leak story, the Deep
State turns to The Washington Post  to get the scoop revealing through an anonymous
teenage witness informant’s description of who this leaker likely is. On Wednesday evening

April 12th, WaPo reports that the leaker is a man in his 20s who works on “a US military post”
and shared top secret documents on the chat app Discord.The alleged leaker who on the
web  goes  by  the  moniker  “OG”  shared  his  novel  findings  with  his  fellow  young  gamer
friends. One of his teenage online friends with parental consent apparently contacted the
Washington Post to divulge information he knew about the alleged leaker. But right away
the anomaly of timing shows up at the article outset:

A  young,  charismatic  gun  enthusiast  who  shared  highly  classified  documents  with  a
group of far-flung acquaintances searching for companionship amid the isolation of the
pandemic.

Though all earlier media has reported the documents shared on the internet cover events
from  January  to  March  this  year,  incongruency  arises  in  sharing  documents  with
“acquaintances searching for  companionship  amid the isolation of  the pandemic.”  The
pandemic’s been over for more than a year. Then the article goes on to state:

United by their mutual love of guns, military gear and God, the group of roughly two
dozen  — mostly men and boys — formed an invitation-only clubhouse in 2020 on
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Discord.

The teenager reveals that his idol is in his early to mid-20s. Fawning over OG’s exploits, the
informant describes OG as:

He’s fit. He’s strong. He’s armed. He’s trained. Just about everything you can expect out
of some sort of crazy movie… He yells a series of racial and antisemitic slurs into the
camera, then fires several rounds at a target. 

With mass shooting false flags occurring every few days now in America, and the Deep State
agenda  calling  for  stricter  gun  control/confiscation,  leave  it  to  the  WaPo  rag  to  depict  the
guilty culprit leaker as a Bible thumping, gun loving white supremacist extremist, busily
grooming his young extremist gun cult,  fitting to the T the exact psychological profile that
the Biden regime claims is America’s most serious, dangerous threat – domestic terrorist
extremists just like OG. How timely and convenient this political propaganda piece becomes
when the FBI Director Christopher Wray just got caught colluding with church parishes to
spy on the “extremist”  threat  that  Christians  pose at  the same time that  a  Christian
school in Nashville gets shot up. We the People know all too well that every US citizen’s
most  dangerous  criminal  threat  right  now  in  America  is  our  own  treasonous  fascist
totalitarian government, proven guilty of committing democide against its fellow American
citizens with mandated COVID kill shots. Biden’s highly unpopular illegit regime has been
flagrant  in  its  politically  weaponizing  criminalization  of  dissent  as  America’s  #1  threat,
epitomized by the pending passage of the draconian RESTRICT ACT and the arming of
87,000 newly recruited IRS agents targeting middle class dissenters who are determined to
restore our constitutional rights. This is the real takeaway story from this Mockingbird CIA
controlled Washington Post hit piece.

Perhaps  the  biggest  takeaway  from  all  the  recently  exposed  public  domain  secret
documents  is  that  they  all  reflect  the  fact  that  the  US  soberly  knows  Ukraine’s  defeat  is
inevitable.

US neocons can no longer pretend a Kiev triumph is in the cards, especially coming from the
two biggest liars in print – WaPo and The Times, previously always projecting how weak
Russia and Putin are and how stalwartly robust the little underdog-that-could Ukraine is.

Reality  is  finally  sinking  in,  with  even  the  world’s  two  biggest  fake  newspaper  giants  now
admitting it. It’s time for the DC neocons, before they push humanity off Armageddon cliff,
to face reality that the American Empire and its sole superpower hegemonic status both
militarily  and  economically,  are  now  finally  history,  kaput,  end  of  story.  Resisting  it  only
makes for heavier karmic debt, turning the world bully into the world pariah, shunned and
humiliated by an increasing majority of nations on this planet that have long awaited the
out-of-control warring nation to fall.

*

Note to readers: Please click the share button above. Follow us on Instagram and Twitter
and  subscribe  to  our  Telegram Channel.  Feel  free  to  repost  and  share  widely  Global
Research articles.

Joachim Hagopian is a West Point graduate, former Army officer and author of “Don’t Let the
Bastards Getcha Down,” exposing a faulty US military leadership system based on ticket
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punching up the seniority ladder, invariably weeding out the best and brightest, leaving
mediocrity and order followers rising to the top as politician-bureaucrat generals designated
to lose every modern US war by elite design. After the military, Joachim earned a master’s
degree in Clinical Psychology and worked as a licensed therapist in the mental health field
with abused youth and adolescents for more than a quarter century. In Los Angeles he
found himself  battling the largest  county child  protective services in  the nation within
America’s thoroughly broken and corrupt child welfare system.

The experience in  both the military  and child  welfare system prepared him well  as  a
researcher  and independent  journalist,  exposing the evils  of  Big  Pharma and how the
Rockefeller controlled medical and psychiatric system inflict more harm than good, case in
point the current diabolical pandemic hoax and genocide. As an independent journalist for
the last decade, Joachim has written hundreds of articles for many news sites, like Global
Research,  lewrockwell.com  and  currently  https://jameshfetzer.org.  As  a  published
bestselling author on Amazon of a 5-book volume series entitled Pedophilia & Empire: Satan,
Sodomy & the Deep State, his A-Z sourcebook series exposes the global pedophilia scourge
is  available  free at  https://pedoempire.org/contents/.  Joachim also  hosts  the Revolution
Radio weekly broadcast “Cabal Empire Exposed,” every Friday morning at 6AM EST (ID:
revradio, password: rocks!).
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